Post-Traumatic Diaphragmatic Hernia Revealed by an Occlusive Syndrome
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Summary
Post-traumatic diaphragmatic hernia is a particular lesion in polytrauma patients that may go unnoticed. The diagnosis is then made on the occasion of a complication [1]. Post-traumatic diaphragmatic hernia should be systematically diagnosed. We report the case of a young 37-year-old patient victim of a public road accident presenting a post traumatic diaphragmatic hernia revealed by the association of vomiting with an acute occlusive syndrome, chest pain and acute respiratory distress.
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Introduction
Post-traumatic diaphragmatic hernia is a particular lesion in polytrauma patients that may go unnoticed. The diagnosis is made when a complication occurs [1]. The left diaphragmatic dome is the most frequently affected and can quickly become life-threatening. Post-traumatic diaphragmatic hernia should be systematically investigated by a thoracic X-ray or a thoraco-abdominal CT scan in the case of any abdominal trauma with hyper pressure. Its treatment is surgical.

Patient and Observation
This is a young patient, 37 years old, with no notable pathological history. Admitted to the emergency room of our training 4 days after the patient was victim of a public road accident with ejection of the car. The clinical examination on admission revealed a tachycardia patient at 110 beats/min with hypotension at 100/70 mmhg, FR: at 26 cycles/min and temperature at 37°C. Abdominal examination showed abdominal tenderness and some episodes of vomiting with an acute occlusive syndrome, chest pain and acute respiratory distress.

After initial conditioning:
2VVP + vascular filling + with intravenous injections of proton inhibitors. SNG, SU.
A biological check-up on admission showed a hyperleukocytosis of 11,000 with a predominance of PNN and a CRP of 141 with a normal ionogram, a prothrombin rate of 100% and a hemoglobin of 11.5.

A thoracic-abdominal-pelvic CT scan (Figure 1,2):
- Focus of contusion and alveolar hemorrhage of the left pulmonary hemichampus and right lower lobe associated with a small bulla of left lower lobar pneumatocele, Pneumomediastinum associated with a large emphysema dissecting the soft parts of the left chest wall, fusing upwards towards the homolateral axillary region, Hemomediastinum opposite a double fracture line of the sternal manibrium, without significant displacement
- Post-traumatic left diaphragmatic hernia, involving a portion of the greater gastric curve intrathoracically.

The patient went to the operating room: after a median laparotomy, the exploration showed a diaphragmatic defect of 3 cm containing the gastric greater curve and a part of the transverse colon.

The procedure consisted of lowering the stomach and colon, which were viable without signs of suffering, and then suturing the diaphragm with a non-absorbable thread in a separate stitch (Figure 3,4).

Discussion
Posttraumatic diaphragmatic hernias correspond to a muscular breach of the diaphragmatic dome that may be complicated by an intrathoracic exit of the surrounding abdominal viscera. They often testify to the severity of the trauma, but remain mostly among the most misunderstood lesions [1].

The etiologies of diaphragmatic hernias are dominated by polytrauma and thoracoabdominal wounds; they rarely involve laborious delivery, crush injury, or postoperative hernia [2-5].
Anatomically, the site is, in 70 to 90% of cases, the left diaphragmatic dome, taking into account the protective role of the liver on the right. The contents of the hernia are variable, the most frequent organs found in these hernias are, in decreasing order of frequency: the stomach (31.8%), the colon (27.2%), the omentum (15.9%), the small intestine (13.6%), the spleen (6.8%) and the liver (4.5%) [7].

From a diagnostic point of view, the vital emergency due to the polytrauma often delays the diagnosis and, in half of the cases, HD is ignored [7], which is the case of our patient who had suffered a very serious abdominothoracic trauma 4 days ago following a road accident. Thus, the revelation can be made late, on the occasion of a complication such as a strangulation or an occlusion and the major risk in this case, is the perforation of the herniated hollow viscera in intrathoracic.

Clinically, the association of vomiting with acute occlusive syndrome, chest pain and acute respiratory distress [4,6]. In our case, the patient had initially presented with vomiting.

The paraclinical work-up was based on a chest X-ray, which showed a hydropneumothorax with a digestive loop image in the intrathoracic region [8]. However, it seems that the spiral CT scan allowing transverse and coronal sections, as well as three-dimensional images, remains the best examination in this context. This technique reveals the hernia, but also shows the complications induced on the herniated organs [9].
Therapeutically, laparotomy is the most frequently used approach. It allows reduction of the hernia. Repair of the diaphragm must be performed by separate stitches with non-resorbable thread [3]. However, in the case of a major defect of the diaphragmatic dome, the use of prosthetic plasty may be useful to reinforce the raphe. However, since non-absorbable prostheses are contraindicated in a septic context, it is preferable to use absorbable prostheses [6].

The postoperative course is marked mainly by the development of septic complications. Empyema is the most frequent complication and may require secondary decortication [11]. Mortality remains high despite immediate surgical management. It can reach 25 to 66% [10]. In our case, no complication was noted and the evolution was good with, especially, the resumption of a normal respiratory dynamics.

From a preventive point of view, the best way to make an early diagnosis of diaphragmatic hernia and thus avoid its complications is to systematically evoke it in case of violent thoraco-abdominal trauma, since it may go unnoticed in front of the vital emergency and because of the poor clinical picture.

**Conclusion**

The occurrence of a diaphragmatic hernia should be routinely in mind in case of violent closed thoracoabdominal trauma or in case of basithoracic wound, strangulation of a diaphragmatic hernia should be thought of especially in case of a history of thoracoabdominal trauma.
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